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SUMMARY 
After a delayed response to the outbreak of the novel coronavirus in late 2019, China has expanded 
its sophisticated digital surveillance systems to the health sector, linking security and health. It has 
apparently successfully contained the virus, while most other countries still face an uphill battle with 
Covid-19. China emerged first from lockdown, and its economy rapidly entered a V-shaped recovery. 
As in 2008, China is driving the global recovery and will derive strategic gains from this role. 
However, China's relations with advanced economies and some emerging markets have further 
deteriorated during the pandemic, as its aggressive foreign policy posture has triggered pushback. 
This has created a more hostile environment for China's economic development and has had a 
negative impact on China's hitherto almost unconstrained access to these economies. 
The need to make the Chinese economy more resilient against external shocks and the intention to 
tap into the unexploited potential of China's huge domestic market in order to realise the nation's 
ambitions of becoming a global leader in cutting-edge technologies have prompted the Chinese 
leadership to launch a new economic development paradigm for China. The 'dual circulation 
development model' still lacks specifics but is expected to be a key theme in China's 14th Five-Year 
Plan (2021-2025) to be officially approved in March 2021. The concept suggests that, in future, 
priority will be given to 'domestic circulation' over 'international circulation'. 
China's more inward-looking development strategy geared towards greater self-reliance in strategic 
sectors requires major domestic structural reform and investment to unleash the purchasing power 
of China's low-end consumers and the indigenous innovation efforts to achieve the technological 
breakthroughs needed. These innovation efforts are expected to be largely state-driven. 
For the EU the envisaged shifts create challenges and opportunities. On the one hand, competition 
with China will become fiercer and, on the other, the EU can pursue openings for supply chain 
diversification with like-minded countries and thus boost its open strategic autonomy. 
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Tackling the pandemic amid growing bilateral friction 
The coronavirus pandemic has forced societies around the world into lockdowns and has required 
countries to launch comprehensive economic stimulus packages, which will be a drag on their 
future economic wealth and international status. China, however, is part of a very small group of 
economies, including South Korea and Taiwan in particular, that have successfully contained the 
virus in a sustainable manner, so far preventing large new waves of infections.  

According to the IMF October 2020 World Economic 
Outlook report, projected growth in gross domestic 
product (GDP) for China of 1.9 % in 2020 and 8.2 % in 
2021 is set to make the country an outlier among its 
peers. Major advanced economies are heading towards 
a negative GDP change for 2020: Canada -7.1 %, the 
Euro area -8.3 %, Japan -5.3 %, the United Kingdom 
(UK) -9.8 % and the United States (US) -5.8 %. 

However, pandemic-induced sluggish global demand 
poses major challenges for China given the traditionally 
low consumer demand generated from its domestic 
market that is unable to offset the global trend. In 
addition, unlike during the global financial crisis in 
2008/2009, China's future economic and technological 
development faces a more hostile external 
environment that has emerged from China's 
geopolitical and geo-economic tensions with several 
advanced and emerging economies, exacerbated by 
the pandemic (see box).  

The uncertainties of an unprecedented global 
economic downturn and the economic and 
technological implications of a deteriorating 
geopolitical environment for China's future 
development are important considerations the Chinese 
leadership is taking into account as it fine-tunes the 
direction of China's future economic and social 
trajectory under the 14th Five-Year Plan for the 2021-
2025 period and under other long-term development 
plans for the years up until 2035 to be adopted by 
China's National People's Congress in March 2021. 

Exemplary economic recovery in China? 
In the wake of the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic in the Chinese city of Wuhan at the end of 
2019, China went into a strict lockdown in February 2020 to contain infection numbers.1 This 
entailed an unprecedented economic contraction of 6.8 % in the first quarter of 2020 according to 
China's National Bureau of Statistics. However, the world's second largest economy, whose gross 
domestic product (GDP) totalled approximately US$14.8 trillion in 2019, has quickly rebounded, 
entering a V-shaped recovery (Figure 1). In the third quarter of 2020, China's economy recorded a 
4.9 % GDP growth rate year on year, up from 3.2 % in the second quarter. 

What are the key features of China's recovery? 
China's rapid economic recovery provides evidence of strength, but there are structural weaknesses. 
While supply-side constraints have eased, weak domestic and external demand have restrained the 
pace of recovery, despite the wide range of measures taken to mitigate the economic fallout. 

China's growing bilateral frictions 
Since the start of the US-China trade war in 2018 
China's frictions with the US Administration under 
President Donald Trump have spilled over into many 
other areas of Sino-US ties, intensifying a trend 
towards economic and technological de-coupling. 
Tensions over Taiwan, Hong Kong and human rights 
have prompted the adoption of a set of new US 
sanctions mechanisms targeting China. China's ties 
with India have become strained after border clashes 
in the Himalayas. India has moreover pushed back 
against imbalanced economic ties with China and the 
expansion of Chinese fin-tech companies into India. 
Australia has been hit by Chinese diplomatic and 
trade-related coercion in response to its request for 
an independent inquiry into the origin of the 
Covid-19 virus. China's relations with Canada have 
deteriorated since China took two Canadians hostage 
in retaliation for the arrest of Huawei's financial 
officer. Relations with the UK are at an all-time low 
over the UK's reversed decision on Huawei's 
involvement in its 5G network and the UK's response 
to China's national security law for Hong Kong and 
allegations of forced labour in China's restive Xinjiang 
province. The two virtual meetings between Chinese 
and EU leadership in 2020 have exposed the gap in 
the level of ambition of the two sides, hampering 
progress on deliverables in their relations, and the 
impact of China's wolf warrior diplomacy and 
disinformation campaign in the battle of narratives 
regarding the handling of the pandemic. 

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2020/649415/EPRS_BRI(2020)649415_EN.pdf
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2020/09/30/world-economic-outlook-october-2020
https://jamestown.org/program/the-state-response-to-a-mystery-viral-outbreak-in-central-china/
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202010/t20201019_1794616.html
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-10/24/c_139464309.htm
http://global.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202010/19/WS5f8cf346a31024ad0ba7f78a.html
https://www.piie.com/blogs/trade-investment-policy-watch/trump-trade-war-china-date-guide
https://www.swp-berlin.org/10.18449/2020RP04/
https://www.hugheshubbard.com/news/economic-sanctions-against-china-u-s-economic-sanctions-targeting-the-chinese-economy-tiktok-falls-under-sanctions-against-china-3-3-1?utm_source=Mondaq&utm_medium=syndication&utm_campaign=LinkedIn-integration
https://www.hugheshubbard.com/news/economic-sanctions-against-china-u-s-economic-sanctions-targeting-the-chinese-economy-tiktok-falls-under-sanctions-against-china-3-3-1?utm_source=Mondaq&utm_medium=syndication&utm_campaign=LinkedIn-integration
https://thediplomat.com/2020/05/whats-behind-the-latest-india-china-border-tensions/
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/foreign-trade/a-feuding-unbending-china-pushes-india-closer-to-taiwan-the-enemy-in-xis-own-backyard/articleshow/78762237.cms?from=mdr
https://www.australiachinarelations.org/content/prc-economic-coercion-recent-australian-experience
https://nationalpost.com/news/world/beijing-blasts-bob-rae-after-ambassador-calls-for-un-to-investigate-genocide-claims
https://thediplomat.com/2020/07/uk-reverses-course-bans-huawei-from-5g-network/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2020/651987/EPRS_BRI(2020)651987_EN.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/techstream/how-chinas-wolf-warrior-diplomats-use-and-abuse-twitter/
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In September 2020, overall industrial output 
increased by 6.9 %, contrasting sharply with a 
modest 1.2 % growth year on year during the first 
three quarters. It is noteworthy that high tech 
manufacturing and equipment manufacturing 
have proved very resilient. Their figures soared by 
5.9 % and 4.7 % respectively year on year during 
the first nine months of 2020.  

The industrial products with the biggest output 
growth rates – trucks (23.4 %) and excavators and 
shovelling machinery (20.2 %), a barometer for 
infrastructure construction activity – industrial 
robots (18.2 %), and integrated circuits (14.7 %) 
suggest a dual-track trajectory of the recovery 
combining traditional state-backed 
infrastructure construction with market-driven demand for equipment for the digital economy. 
Lockdown-induced demand for home office equipment for instance has sustained a constant rise in 
micro computer equipment output of over 5 %.  

In September 2020, urban fixed asset investment returned on a growth trajectory of 3.37 %, while 
the increase between January and September 2020 year on year remained at a modest 0.3 %. In the 
first three quarters of 2020, this rebound was predominantly driven by investment from state-
owned enterprises (SOEs) and state holdings, the main beneficiaries of favourable credit conditions. 
Investment by SOEs grew 4 % year on year, while private-sector investment dropped by 1.5 %. 
Moreover, it is interesting to note that foreign investment expanded by 5.3 % and investment from 
Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan grew by 4.9 % year on year. This trend contrasted with sluggish 
growth in domestic-funded investment, at 0.7 % for the same period. 

Whereas during the first three quarters of 2020 overall investment in the manufacturing industry 
decreased by 6.5 %, investment in high-tech industry was an outlier that grew by 9.1 %. Investment 
in pharmaceutical manufacturing and in manufacturing of telecommunications equipment, 

Focus on fiscal stimulus and investment in digital infrastructure 
China has adopted a fiscal stimulus package of approximately US$506 billion, accounting for about 4 % of its GDP (much 
lower than the 2008 stimulus package of US$575 billion during the global financial crisis that corresponded to a GDP 
share of 13 %) ultimately also including cash handouts for unemployed workers not covered by unemployment 
insurance. In addition, a US$1.4 trillion public spending programme is being rolled out which – unlike that of 2008 – 
focuses on digital infrastructure. It includes seven key areas: 5G networks, industrial internet, an intercity transport and 
rail system, data centres, artificial intelligence, ultra-high voltage power transmission, and new-energy vehicle charging 
stations. The programme also seeks private investment, however, not all elements of the scheme are equally accessible 
to foreign firms. 5G networks for example, for obvious reasons, have equity caps in favour of Chinese firms. 

The recovery of the Chinese electric vehicles market 
In September 2020, automotive construction returned to a growth trajectory of 13.8 % year on year, but this was not 
enough to offset the sharp drop in output during the previous eight months, leading to a decline in automobile 
construction for the first three quarters of 6.1 % year on year. The sector's recovery is being driven by output of electric 
vehicles (EVs) and sport utility vehicles (SUVs), up by 51 % and 22 % year on year respectively.  

The market share of EVs in China, at 42 % between January and August 2020, was down from 53.1 % in the 2019 
reference period, while in Europe, at 36.8 % in 2020, it was up from 24.2 % in 2019. Nonetheless, the Chinese EV market, 
which enjoys strategic government incentives, offers huge opportunities. EU car-makers are investing significant sums 
in their EV production in China, as Chinese car makers gear up for expansion. 

China's new 2021-2035 energy sector plan seeks to raise the share of new energy vehicles (NEV) to 20 % of total new 
auto sales by 2025, and make NEV sales mainstream by 2035, with all public-sector vehicles to be NEVs. 

 

Figure 1 – China's V-shaped recovery 

 
Data source: National Bureau of Statistics of China. 
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http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202010/t20201020_1794926.html
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202010/t20201019_1794616.html
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3080081/coronavirus-chinas-excavator-sales-soar-beijing-opts-old
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202010/t20201020_1794931.html
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202010/t20201020_1794931.html
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202010/t20201019_1794616.html
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3085654/coronavirus-china-unveils-us500-billion-fiscal-stimulus
https://global.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202007/30/WS5f22222da31083481725d06e.html
https://www.china-briefing.com/news/how-foreign-technology-investors-benefit-from-chinas-new-infrastructure-plan/
https://technode.com/2020/12/01/exclusive-eu-diplomat-says-china-favors-domestic-5g-suppliers/
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202010/t20201020_1794926.html
https://s3-prod-europe.autonews.com/2020-10/JATO%20Dynamics%20-%20RACE%20FOR%20EV%20LEADERSHIP.pdf?adobe_mc=MCMID%3D47471592308779201961160983724148586300%7CMCORGID%3D138FFF2554E6E7220A4C98C6%2540AdobeOrg%7CTS%3D1604312418
https://carsalesbase.com/china-volkswagen/
https://asiatimes.com/2020/09/vw-to-put-17-5bn-into-chinas-electric-cars/
https://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/foreign-firms-expand-investment-in-china-amid-business-recovery-further-opening-up/
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2020-10-05/China-s-EV-sales-rebound-as-overall-market-continues-recovery-UkYyiA0D0A/index.html
https://www.argusmedia.com/en/news/2160138-chinas-automobile-exports-rise-in-october
https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1205439.shtml
https://data.stats.gov.cn/english/tablequery.htm?code=AB0304
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computers and office devices – sectors directly linked to the pandemic – grew by 21.2 % and 11.7 % 
respectively. In the area of high-tech services, strong investment growth was recorded for e-
commerce services (20.4 %), information services (16.9 %) and services for the commercialisation of 
research findings (16.8 %).  

Retail sales of consumer goods in the first three quarters suffered a drop of 7.2 % year on year. In 
September 2020, however, they grew 3.3 % year on year suggesting that domestic consumption is 
now gradually picking up, underpinned by the provision of experimental Covid-19 vaccines to 
hundreds of thousands of Chinese, instilling confidence into the government's handling of the 
pandemic thanks to the proliferation of high-tech surveillance tools on consumers' mobile phones. 
Over 637 million Chinese citizens, almost half of China's population, benefited from the one week 
National Day holiday in October 2020 for travel across the country, spending US$92.9 billion. 

The trade picture for the second quarter 
(Q2) of 2020 (Figure 2) shows that the drop 
in mainland Chinese imports and exports 
is significantly lower than declines 
suffered by China's major trading partners, 
with Taiwan, following its excellent 
handling of the virus, standing out with 
both positive imports and exports.  

Chinese data for September 2020 show an 
increase in exports of 13.2 % to US$203 
billion. Export items (by SITC classification) 
with the biggest increase included textile 
yarn (33.4 %), chemical materials and 
products (21.7 %), and medical and 
pharmaceutical goods (9.3 %). Exports of 
OLED (organic light-emitting diode) 
screens, tablet computers, textile 
products, battery electric passenger cars, and non-plug-in hybrid electric passenger cars saw 
particularly high growth rates.  

Total imports in September 2020 increased by 9.9 % to US$240 billion. The top three Chinese 
imports (by SITC classification) were iron and steel (55.8 %), paper (34.8 %) and non-ferrous metals 
(33.1 %). Imports of several agricultural commodities such as meats and grains as well as unwrought 
aluminium and aluminium products grew by three digits. While the sharp increase in imports in 
agricultural commodities can be linked to China's purchase commitments under its Phase One Deal 
with the US of early 2020, other commodities are most likely needed for infrastructure construction.  

What are some of the challenges in China's economic recovery? 
A major concern is that China's economic recovery so far is underpinned by an imbalanced growth 
pattern. Given that exports from most economies have plummeted, as they are still deeply mired in 
the pandemic, China has bridged disrupted export capacities. However, China's economic recovery 
will need to be driven more by domestic demand, consumer spending and public spending. 
Consumer spending is traditionally weak in China and has remained modest during the pandemic, 
only gradually catching up. This slow recovery has been led mainly by the more affluent Chinese 
income brackets and differs widely across regions. A broad-based domestic consumption pattern 
has not (yet) emerged, since the pandemic has hit low-income brackets in China disproportionately 
harder, notably rural migrant workers unable to find new jobs in cities, with 63.35 % of migrant 
workers surveyed in 2020 stating that they had no job prospects if they returned to their rural home 
towns, against 35.3 % during the 2008 financial crisis. With household expenditure, on services in 
particular, still in decline in September 2020, the government's focus was on public spending. 

Figure 2 – China and its peers: Imports and exports 

 
Data source: UNCTAD, October 2020. 

http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202010/t20201019_1794616.html
https://www.trtworld.com/asia/china-expands-pool-of-people-receiving-experimental-covid-19-vaccines-40626
https://www.economist.com/china/2020/02/29/to-curb-covid-19-china-is-using-its-high-tech-surveillance-tools
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/04/how-china-used-technology-to-combat-covid-19-and-tighten-its-grip-on-citizens/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/09/china-attractions-630-million-people-travel-during-golden-week.html
http://www.china.org.cn/business/2020-10/05/content_76778887.htm
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanwpc/article/PIIS2666-6065(20)30044-4/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanwpc/article/PIIS2666-6065(20)30044-4/fulltext
http://english.customs.gov.cn/Statics/348db35e-26b2-42cd-b472-62d5e45787b5.html
http://english.customs.gov.cn/Statics/0a459ea2-e758-4ea3-bd1e-72b8febb003f.html
http://english.customs.gov.cn/Statics/0a459ea2-e758-4ea3-bd1e-72b8febb003f.html
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Glossary:Standard_international_trade_classification_(SITC)
http://english.customs.gov.cn/Statics/0d2d776d-ef08-496d-b3ba-ea12ba846f45.html
http://english.customs.gov.cn/Statics/0a459ea2-e758-4ea3-bd1e-72b8febb003f.html
http://english.customs.gov.cn/Statics/004d8849-fc2f-4d31-b71b-9bd837227c08.html
https://www.csis.org/analysis/whats-inside-us-china-phase-one-deal
https://www.ft.com/content/e0e2940a-17cb-40ed-8d27-3722c9349a5d
https://globalizationandhealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12992-020-00608-w
https://www.inkstonenews.com/business/migrant-workers-struggle-find-jobs-pandemic-hits-chinas-factories/article/3082041
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15387216.2020.1791726
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3099566/coronavirus-chinas-migrant-workers-determined-stay-cities
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/PressRelease/202010/t20201020_1794986.html
https://unctad.org/system/files/official-document/ditcinf2020d4_en.pdf
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As China's economic recovery is bolstered by public and foreign fixed-asset investment, while 
private domestic investment has remained constrained, another vulnerability therefore is that 
government investment in infrastructure accelerates credit growth and favours large SOEs, with the 
risk of misallocating resources to and sustaining Chinese zombie enterprises. According to the IMF, 
China's total debt ratio reached 258 % of GDP at the end of 2018, a level that was approaching the 
average for advanced economies, i.e. 265 %. China's rising corporate debt levels are looming large. 
The increasing number of high-profile SOE bond defaults may suggest a gradual departure from 
long-standing implicit government bail-out guarantees for SOEs, as China sets new rules for its 
financial markets, including rules for its sprawling fin-tech companies. It remains to be seen whether 
growing domestic concerns about the sustainability of overseas investments might prompt China 
to become more selective in its infrastructure funding in Belt and Road countries. 

Another concern is the potential for growing overcapacity in China. Since the recovery is mainly 
being fuelled by government demand for infrastructure construction, with strikingly high imports 
of steel and aluminium – key elements in China's overcapacity problem – and as China is building 
up new capacity and is shifting trade patterns, a new round of trade disputes may be looming on 
the horizon.  

Chinese exports have benefited from foreign pandemic-related demand for pharmaceutical 
products and home office equipment, and possibly from additional demand arising from disrupted 
supply chains elsewhere. To the extent that the pandemic will disappear and global value chains 
will be reshaped by China's trading partners, demand is likely to shift and influence Chinese export 
opportunities. Overall, this begs the question as to how sustainable this recovery will be in the long 
term and how major uncertainties linked to the further evolution of the pandemic will be tackled.  

Another concern is the environmental impact of China's economic recovery. As the recovery appears 
to be relying strongly on heavy industries driven by coal power, contributing to a rebound in CO2 
levels, there are concerns about the global impact of a coal-heavy recovery in China. China's CO2 
emissions are indeed expected to be higher in 2020 than in 2019. The International Energy Agency's 
World Energy Outlook 2020 is reported to estimate that 'China continues to build an average of 
17 GW of new coal-fired plant(s) per year through to 2025, with many new projects in progress 
despite a current excess of power capacity, weakened electricity demand outlook and recognition 
of the imperative to reduce coal use to address climate change'. This adds to recurring concerns 
about China's support for the construction of new coal-fired plants along its Belt and Road Initiative 
(BRI). According to Chinese BRI energy investment for 2018, recorded by the American Enterprise 
Institute, fossil-fuel projects accounted for 57 % and renewable energy projects for 42 %. In 2019, 
this ratio improved only moderately to reach 52 % to 48 %.  

On the other hand, China is also 
a world leader in installing solar 
and wind energy. China's recent 
pledge to achieve carbon 
neutrality by 2060 is regarded as 
having positive consequences 
for greening Chinese long-term 
economic planning. While the 
IMF deems China's fiscal 
measures to have the third 
highest positive climate 
relevance as a share of its GDP 
among G20 countries after 
France and Germany and the 
highest positive climate 
relevance as a share of the total 
(Figure 3), analysts of the 

Figure 3 – Climate relevance of G20 fiscal measures related to 
the coronavirus crisis (% of GDP, left scale; % of total, right 
scale) 

 
Source: Fiscal Monitor. Policies for the recovery, IMF, p. 24. 

https://blogs.imf.org/2019/12/17/new-data-on-world-debt-a-dive-into-country-numbers/
https://chinapower.csis.org/china-face-looming-debt-crisis/
https://www.ft.com/content/e842dceb-d97c-42f7-bc3a-347c864d6e46
https://www.ft.com/content/157310ef-d404-479e-9566-3503b77d49e9
https://www.ft.com/content/843b3f60-292b-431f-a94c-93c78bc72bae
https://www.scmp.com/business/banking-finance/article/3109386/fintech-firms-must-behave-banks-china-regulator-says-it
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3111052/china-debt-beijing-may-cut-belt-and-road-lending-due-domestic
https://www.ft.com/content/ae57ef0b-e77d-4724-b26b-78f13a0665ac
https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/latest-news/metals/072720-china-becomes-net-steel-importer-first-time-in-11-years-in-june
https://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/chinas-import-boom-heralds-deeper-rift-in-aluminium/
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-bulletin/articles/2020/html/ecb.ebart202006_01%7E853248c2d2.en.html#toc1
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-chinas-co2-emissions-surged-past-pre-coronavirus-levels-in-may
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-chinas-co2-emissions-surged-past-pre-coronavirus-levels-in-may
https://www.eurasiareview.com/09052020-chinas-recovery-may-boost-carbon-emissions-analysis/
https://www.ft.com/content/cdcd8a02-81b5-48f1-a4a5-60a93a6ffa1e
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-emissions/chinas-co2-emissions-will-be-higher-in-2020-than-in-2019-says-ieas-birol-idUSKBN28510F
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2020
https://www.naturalgasworld.com/china-delays-decision-on-new-coal-plants-ggp-83109
https://green-bri.org/world-energy-investment-2020
https://www.ft.com/content/9656e36c-ba59-43e9-bf1c-c0f105813436
https://chinapower.csis.org/podcasts/chinas-commitments-to-fighting-climate-change/
https://chinapower.csis.org/podcasts/chinas-commitments-to-fighting-climate-change/
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/FM/Issues/2020/09/30/october-2020-fiscal-monitor#Full%20Report%20and%20Executive%20Summary
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Climate Change Tracker have identified China's phasing out of subsidies for renewables and EVs and 
its unabated reliance on coal as challenges when it comes to achieving the 2060 goal. 

Towards a new economic development model? 
In a Chinese Communist Party (CCP) Politburo meeting of 14 May 2020, the Chinese leadership 
coined a new term, the 'dual circulation' model. The mastermind behind the new concept is believed 
to be Vice-Premier Liu He: President Xi Jinping's top economic advisor, chief negotiator of the Phase 
One Deal with the US, and Chinese interlocutor in the annual EU-China High-Level Trade and 
Economic Dialogue. The term describes the future direction of China's economic development, and 
will feature prominently in China's 14th Five-Year Plan for economic and social development (2021-
2025) and long-term objectives until 2035, including the China Standards 2035 Plan.  

The latter sets benchmarks, e.g. for increasing the number of Chinese standards becoming 
international standards and boosting China's influence and leadership in international 
standardisation bodies such as the China-led International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The 
plan has sparked concerns that China's growing participation in international standards-setting 
bodies may lead to the country dominating the new generation of emerging technologies, and that 
exports of the latter may serve as a means of Chinese international power projection. Concerns also 
relate to the fact that standard setting is industry-driven in the EU and the US, but top-down and 
state-driven in China. 

Dual circulation development model – What is behind the new buzzword? 
The term 'dual circulation development model' refers to the inter-play between 'domestic 
circulation' of production, distribution, and consumption (i.e. the domestic economic cycle) and 
international circulation (i.e. the international economic cycle), and most importantly to the weight 
each of the two cycles is given in the model. International circulation has been the focus of China's 
export-oriented development model since the launch of Deng Xiaoping's reform and opening up 
policy in 1978.2 Shifting the focus of China's development model more to the domestic market is, 
however, not an entirely new idea. It has been pursued for the last 15 years, although this objective 
has only been achieved within certain limits. 

Official descriptions of the dual circulation model 
as 'a new development pattern where domestic 
and foreign markets can boost each other, with the 
domestic market as the mainstay' suggest that the 
Chinese leadership is now more decisively intent 
on giving a major role to 'domestic circulation' as a 
future growth driver. If China aspires to become a 
high-income country by 2022, that requires a gross 
national income (GNI) per capita of US$12 535 
according to the World Bank (July 2020). Figure 4 
shows that in 2019, China's GNI per capita stood at 
$10 410, still very low compared with $41 690 for 
Japan and $65 760 for the US. China is seeking to 
avoid the middle-income trap, while prerequisites 
for growth are disappearing with China's rapidly 
aging working population and rising wage levels, 
which have led to government-supported 
industrial offshoring to low-cost Asian neighbouring countries.  

At 2.25 %, China's productivity growth has declined steadily since the 2008 global financial crisis, 
owing to shrinking returns on infrastructure investment and deteriorating resource misallocation 
linked to the growing role of the state. Against this backdrop technological innovation and 
improving the efficiency of resource allocation are ideas crucial to raising total factor productivity. 

Figure 4 – GNI (thousand international $), 2019 

 
Data source: World Bank. 
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https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_1419
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https://www.omfif.org/events/chinas-14th-five-year-plan/
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http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-11/03/c_139488445.htm
https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1204489.shtml
https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/new-world-bank-country-classifications-income-level-2020-2021
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.PCAP.CD
https://chinapower.csis.org/aging-problem/
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https://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/FlagPost/2015/August/China_to_move_production_capacity_offshore
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Since international markets are less likely to drive China's economic growth in the near future than 
they have done in the past and the protection of cutting-edge technologies of advanced economies 
has become more sophisticated, the Chinese leadership is determined to tap more into the growth 
and innovation potential of its own market. This, however, will mean boosting domestic demand, 
notably for services, by raising domestic income levels.  

China has taken steps to realign its economic growth model several times. Since the mid-2000s, and 
notably following the 2008 global financial crisis, an earlier effort to reduce the export-dependence 
of China's economy has become known as the strategy of 'rebalancing' the Chinese economy. 
China's economy was supposed to shift away from an excessively export- and investment-oriented 
double-digit growth model to a 'new normal' of lower but more sustainable growth rates with a 
greater emphasis on domestic consumption, services and indigenous innovation. This rebalancing 
approach has included supply-side structural reforms, notably to reduce overcapacity in areas such 
as steel and aluminium, but the demand-side reform has clearly lagged behind. 

During the last decade, China has managed to halve 
the share of exports of goods and services in its GDP 
from 36.0 % in 2006 to 18.4 % in 2019 according to 
World Bank data, thus becoming less reliant on 
exports. However, in 2018, China's final consumption 
expenditure as a share of its GDP was 55 %, down 
from a peak of 67.4 % in 1983. This is extremely low 
compared with other big emerging economies 
(Figure 5) such as Brazil and India (85.7 % and 70.4 % 
respectively) and with advanced economies such as 
Canada, Germany and the US (79 %, 72 % and 82 % 
respectively). At 38.8 % (2019), the share of Chinese 
private household consumption in nominal GDP is 
particularly low. Therefore, there is a huge 
unexploited potential for both Chinese and foreign 
companies to tap into. 

China's more inward-looking dual circulation development paradigm, geared towards greater self-
reliance, also builds on and accelerates the implementation of state-led indigenous innovation 
programmes such as 'Made in China 2025' launched in 2015 and which may be seen as a much 
earlier form of Chinese 'de-coupling'. In 2020, however, the new idea is on the one hand to make the 
Chinese economy less vulnerable to and more resilient against external shocks, such as the 
pandemic and a hostile geopolitical environment, and on the other to make it more reliant on the 
economies of scale of its large domestic market. It is also about increasing control over Chinese 
supply chains, notably for food, energy and high-tech inputs where import dependencies exist. In 
2019, a mere 16 % of the integrated circuits China needed for domestic use came from indigenous 
production, despite the considerable funds China invested in its 2014 National Integrated Circuit 
Plan. The objective is thus to reduce China's import dependence on advanced economies by 
replacing foreign cutting-edge technologies with indigenous ones, with strategic emerging 
industries playing a vital role, as in the past. 

While the previous reform effort concerned the reduction of exports that benefited foreign players, 
the objective of this policy alignment is to reduce imports through an import substitution policy, 
while keeping world markets as open as possible for Chinese exports, foreign technologies, foreign 
direct investment (FDI) and the internationalisation of China's currency. Although the details of the 
new strategy have not been unveiled, it is likely to have a far-reaching impact on high value added 
exporters to China, as they will increasingly be in competition with domestic technologies. Chinese 
pledges back in 2013 to give the market 'a decisive role' in resource allocation, albeit recently 
repeated, appear remote against the need for SOEs to undergird the innovation push. The dual 
circulation model will cement the role of the state in the economy, as the 'state strikes back'. 

Figure 5 – China's final consumption expenditure 
(as a % of GDP)

 
Data source: World Bank. 

http://faculty.econ.ucdavis.edu/faculty/woo/Woo-Articles%20from%202012/Fu-Woo-Hou.Innovation%20in%20China.2016-6-15.pdf
https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2018/dec/chinas-supply-side-structural-reform.html
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NE.EXP.GNFS.ZS?locations=CN
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NE.CON.TOTL.ZS?locations=CN
https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/china/private-consumption--of-nominal-gdp#:%7E:text=China%27s%20Private%20Consumption%20accounted%20for,an%20average%20share%20of%2049.7%20%25.
https://merics.org/en/report/evolving-made-china-2025
https://www.china-briefing.com/news/what-is-chinas-dual-circulation-strategy-and-why-should-foreign-investors-take-note/
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https://thediplomat.com/2020/09/can-china-become-the-world-leader-in-semiconductors/
https://www.usitc.gov/publications/332/journals/chinese_semiconductor_industrial_policy_past_and_present_jice_july_2019.pdf
https://www.usitc.gov/publications/332/journals/chinese_semiconductor_industrial_policy_past_and_present_jice_july_2019.pdf
https://asia.nikkei.com/Opinion/Why-China-s-dual-circulation-plan-is-bad-news-for-everyone-else
https://www.chinausfocus.com/finance-economy/a-decisive-role-for-the-market-the-question-is-how
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-05/23/c_139082022.htm
https://merics.org/en/newsletter/xi-signals-unshaken-commitment-states-role-chinese-economy
https://www.piie.com/bookstore/state-strikes-back-end-economic-reform-china
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NE.CON.TOTL.ZS?locations=CN
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What are the domestic challenges for a bigger focus on domestic circulation? 
This is not the first time that China has sought to boost domestic consumption, but to date it has 
not materialised equally across the population. Academics have highlighted tensions between the 
objectives set out by the Chinese leadership. They argue that an increase in domestic circulation will 
not work without profound changes in wage distribution and political power shifts in order to 
increase the purchasing power of low-income brackets. This, however, would be detrimental to 
China's international competitiveness and its position in international circulation. China would need 
to carry out structural reforms, including expanding as yet insufficient social safety nets, enhancing 
citizens' confidence in them and allowing citizens to save less.  

However, as 40 % of Chinese low-income households hold only about 5 % of total financial assets, 
these income brackets currently lack the funds to offset their pandemic-induced income losses. 
Since less than half of urban workers and less than 20 % of migrant workers are covered by 
unemployment insurance, many of them hold back on spending. Therefore, some commentators 
have taken the view that the dual circulation strategy could break down domestic institutional 
barriers. Such a barrier exists for instance in the labour market, where the mobility of workers is 
restricted owing to a separate household registration system for rural and urban workers ('hukou') 
introduced by Mao, as well as stalled land reforms.  

After acknowledging that 
consumer spending, which has 
failed to increase despite 
government transfers including 
ad hoc vouchers (Figure 6), is a 
weak link in the Chinese 
recovery, in October 2020 the 
Chinese leadership released a 
work plan to expand domestic 
demand and boost 
consumption. It lists 19 
measures in four key areas: 
promoting online access to 
offline services, developing new 
service models, upgrading 
physical goods consumption, and increasing support for manufacturers. 

How is the Chinese 'de-coupling' from the US unfolding? 
The Chinese leadership understands that China's strategic rivalry with the US is here to stay and that 
its hedging strategy needs to address this reality. In the semiconductor area, de-coupling from the 
US creates significant problems for the Huawei ecosystem and other national champions. US export 
control rules, in particular the entity list, which restrict access to crucial US chip supplies for listed 

Figure 6 – Composition and evolution of fiscal support, 
April 2020 versus June 2020 (% in GDP) 

 
Source: Fiscal Monitor. Policies for the recovery, IMF, p. 7. 

A new plan for strategic emerging industries 
In September 2020, China released an ambitious plan to boost the development of strategic emerging 
industries to counter expanding US technological restrictions for Chinese tech companies by boosting the 
innovative capacities of its domestic market. China announced a plan to set up a complete strategic 
industrial system based on state planning and investment. The idea is to build up '10 strategic emerging 
industrial bases with global influence, 100 strategic emerging industrial clusters with international 
competitiveness, and 1 000 strategic emerging industrial ecosystems with unique advantages'. The eight 
areas identified for investment promotion include: 5G network applications; biotech and vaccine 
development; high-end manufacturing such as industrial robotics; new materials for big aeroplanes and 
chip-making; new energy technologies; green technologies and equipment; smart and new energy vehicles; 
and creative digital businesses. 

https://ftalphaville.ft.com/2020/08/24/1598278946000/The-problems-with-China-s--Dual-Circulation--economic-model/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-economy-reforms-idUSKBN26K0EO
https://www.reuters.com/article/china-economy-consumption/chinas-slow-consumption-recovery-upset-by-wary-low-income-households-idUKL4N2GF16U
https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2020/09/24/sp092420-securing-china-s-post-pandemic-recovery
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3096941/chinas-new-economic-strategy-rely-domestic-market-not-closed
https://www.eastasiaforum.org/2020/10/20/how-covid-19-may-accelerate-hukou-reform-in-china/
https://citymonitor.ai/economy/how-the-urban-rural-divide-is-undermining-chinas-economic-success
https://chinadashboard.gist.asiasociety.org/winter-2020/page/land
https://thediplomat.com/2020/10/chinas-secret-weapon-against-covid-19-wont-work-for-post-pandemic-economic-recovery/
https://hkmb.hktdc.com/en/NTc5Nzg1NTU4/hktdc-research/China-Releases-Work-Plan-to-Expand-Domestic-Demand
https://www.asiatimesfinancial.com/china-releases-plan-to-expand-domestic-demand
https://www.bain.com/insights/us-china-decoupling-tech-report-2020/
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/06/05/2020-10869/addition-of-entities-to-the-entity-list-revision-of-certain-entries-on-the-entity-list
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/FM/Issues/2020/09/30/october-2020-fiscal-monitor#Full%20Report%20and%20Executive%20Summary
https://cset.georgetown.edu/research/new-chinese-ambitions-for-strategic-emerging-industries-translated/
https://sg.news.yahoo.com/china-unveils-strategic-emerging-industries-111624079.html
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Chinese companies, have led Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. (TSMC), for instance, to halt 
new orders from Huawei subsidiary HHiSilicon. Moreover, China's top chip-making manufacturer, 
Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corporation (SMIC), which is crucial to China's chip self-
sufficiency aspiration, was blacklisted by the US as a company allegedly owned or controlled by the 
Chinese military. 

Since the declared objectives of the dual circulation model are to create independence and 
controllability in the areas of science and technology and to prioritise domestic research and 
development, domestic manufacturing and the domestic market, local governments are poised to 
provide lucrative incentives for Chinese tech companies to use domestic components. Despite great 
enthusiasm for the strategy among its main beneficiaries, such as China's telecom giants, which 
have started to replace US components with Huawei components, there are also concerns about 
the emergence of a technological bifurcation into mutually incompatible Chinese and Western 
technological ecosystems and that technological isolation may have adverse implications for China. 

Nonetheless, Chinese de-coupling from the US is going ahead, notably in the tech area. A recent 
example is the robotics start-up Cloudminds, which was included on the US export control entity 
list, with a host of other Chinese tech companies. Therefore rather than going public in the US, the 
start-up moved to Shanghai, where state entities have flooded the firm with financial support and 
contracts. China has also switched from US nuclear power technology to an indigenous alternative. 

However, China is not de-coupling from the world. The signature of the Regional Comprehensive 
Economic Partnership (RCEP) by China and 14 negotiating partners in the Asia-Pacific on 
15 November 2020 is testimony to China's continued 
global economic integration, committing it to trade 
rules it has shaped from the outset. RCEP strengthens 
China's ties with its periphery in the Asia-Pacific, 
adding to its growing comprehensive power, as 
measured for instance by the Australian Lowy 
Institute's power index for the Asia Pacific. China has 
been able to enhance its regional positioning over the 
US since in 2017 the Trump Administration decided to 
withdraw as a party from the former Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (TPP) agreement, now in force as the 
Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (CPTPP) with 11 parties of the Asia-Pacific, 
excluding China. The Chinese leadership recently 
made known that it is actively considering joining the 
CPTPP. As a result of China's engagement with its Asian 
neighbours, in the first half of 2020, the 10 members of 
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 
countries collectively replaced the EU as China's first 
trading partner. 

What impact for the EU? 
China's economic recovery and the EU's selective over-reliance on China 
China's rapid economic recovery had a positive effect on extra-EU trade in the first three quarters of 
2020. As was the case in the 2008 global financial crisis, in 2020 China has once again helped to 
mitigate the dramatic downturn in the EU economy, the caveat being that this further engrains 
China's conviction that its economic and political governance system is superior to that of the EU 
and other Western democracies. Eurostat data show that EU exports to China between January and 
September 2020 remained constant in value compared to the 2019 reference period. EU exports to 
a set of other major trading partners, by contrast, showed consistent negative growth rates 

RCEP 
RCEP, which has lost India as a potential member, is 
a free trade agreement (FTA) that both builds on and 
bundles together pre-existing bilateral FTAs 
between China and ASEAN, Australia, New Zealand 
and South Korea and, for the first time, liberalises 
trade between China and Japan. RCEP will 
undoubtedly step up regional economic integration 
and is likely to lead to some tariff-induced trade 
diversion to the detriment of non-parties, including 
the EU, which will lose in competitiveness to RCEP 
parties with which they have no FTA (yet). However, 
RCEP, reflecting ASEAN's and China's preferred 
gradualist and 'inclusive' approach, is less ambitious 
than the CPTPP and is not comparable with EU FTAs. 
While the deal contains provisions on e-commerce, it 
lacks rules on SOEs and labour and environmental 
rights. Its rules on public procurement focus on 
transparency and do not apply to all parties equally. 

https://www.ft.com/content/56a27561-08cd-4d94-aa98-4ef495553123
https://www.ft.com/content/da5fa068-5cc0-4b9d-a8fe-e58038472f22
https://www.ft.com/content/7325dcea-e327-4054-9b24-7a12a6a2cac6
https://www.ft.com/content/7325dcea-e327-4054-9b24-7a12a6a2cac6
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china-military-companies/trump-administration-adds-chinas-smic-and-cnooc-to-defense-blacklist-idUSKBN28D3CR
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3101002/china-tech-firms-embrace-inward-economic-pivot-some-wary
https://www.ft.com/content/371e139e-df4d-4ef8-9ed9-a92b97543af6
https://www.scmp.com/tech/big-tech/article/3092969/robotics-start-cloudminds-returns-china-after-us-sanctions-hurt-its
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/06/05/2020-10869/addition-of-entities-to-the-entity-list-revision-of-certain-entries-on-the-entity-list
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/06/05/2020-10869/addition-of-entities-to-the-entity-list-revision-of-certain-entries-on-the-entity-list
https://chinaeconomicreview.com/china-ditches-us-nuclear-technology-in-favor-of-home-grown-alternative/
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3111333/chinas-liu-he-vows-beijing-will-not-give-economic-opening
https://www.mfat.govt.nz/en/trade/free-trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements-concluded-but-not-in-force/regional-comprehensive-economic-partnership-rcep/rcep-overview
https://power.lowyinstitute.org/downloads/lowy-institute-2020-asia-power-index-key-findings-report.pdf
https://power.lowyinstitute.org/
https://www.international.gc.ca/trade-commerce/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/agr-acc/cptpp-ptpgp/index.aspx?lang=eng
https://supchina.com/2020/11/20/china-is-actively-considering-joining-cptpp-the-trade-deal-that-trump-rejected/
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-07/14/c_139211566.htm
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2013/december/tradoc_151969.pdf
https://www.bilaterals.org/?india-s-withdrawal-from-rcep-a
https://www.bruegel.org/2020/11/the-impact-of-the-new-asian-trade-mega-deal-on-the-european-union/
https://www.bruegel.org/2020/11/the-impact-of-the-new-asian-trade-mega-deal-on-the-european-union/
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https://www.bilaterals.org/?important-differences-between-the
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(e.g. -17.9 % for the UK and -10.0 % for the US). An exception was South Korea (+2.2 %). Imports to 
the EU from China, driven by pandemic-induced demand for protective gear and home office 
electronics, increased by 4.5 %. Imports to the EU from other major trading partners, by contrast, 
decreased across the board (e.g. -16.0 % from the UK and -11.4 % from the US). The pandemic has 
thus further increased the weight of China in extra-EU trade, as the country emerged first from the 
initial lockdown and managed to get its export manufacturing quickly back on track. In 2020, China 
is therefore likely to replace the US as the EU's largest trading partner. This may exacerbate EU 
concerns about the degree of economic interdependence between the EU and China, which has led 
to heavy EU reliance on China in certain sectors.  

Figure 7 displays the exposure of 
EU-27 global value chains to 
Chinese inputs and more 
specifically the top 10 sectors most 
reliant on inputs from China as a 
share of the EU's total imported 
inputs. The size of the bubbles 
visualises the total output value of 
the sector in the EU27. The highest 
degree of reliance on Chinese 
inputs exists in textiles (46.2 %), 
electrical equipment (46.1 %) and 
electronic products (39.7 %). These 
economic sectors typically source 
their largest share of inputs from 
abroad.  

The EU is intent on addressing the issue of supply chain resilience by diversifying, re-shoring or near-
shoring EU supply chains as appropriate. It is seeking to cooperate in this process, notably with like-
minded countries wishing to modify their own economic exposure to global supply chains. 
Alongside the debate on the EU's overreliance on China for pandemic-related imports such as 
personal protective equipment (PPE) – and on China and India for pharmaceuticals, such as crucial 
intensive care drugs – a long-standing debate about the EU's dependence on China for critical raw 
materials has garnered particular attention in the context of the technologies required to 
implement the EU Green Deal and achieve the EU's goal of becoming climate-neutral by 2050. A 
recent foresight study reveals that supply chain risks exist for almost all critical raw materials, notably 
for robotics, drones and ICT. In the framework of the European Alliance on Raw Materials, the EU is 
seeking to build its capacities along the entire value chain from extraction to processing and 
recycling, thus strengthening its resilience and thereby boosting its strategic autonomy. 

China's technological ambitions and US–China de-coupling 
China's ambitions of becoming a global leader in cutting-edge technologies under a dual circulation 
development paradigm and US policies of economic and technological 'de-coupling' from China 
under the Trump Administration, present the EU with challenges but also with opportunities.  

A significant challenge for the EU is the pace at which China is catching up in its technological 
development and outcompeting the EU in high-value added products, as Chinese companies are 
being nurtured in an ecosystem insulated from competition under a state-led economic model 
before expanding into third markets. China's more inward-looking dual circulation strategy and the 
incipient technological de-coupling from the US are accelerating massive Chinese state-funded 
efforts to support Chinese firms in making quick technological breakthroughs in strategic emerging 
industries, based on leap-frogging policies that exploit the scale of the large Chinese market.  

Given that the pandemic is continuing to hit the EU economy much harder than it is the Chinese 
economy, it will be a tall order for the EU to compete with the significant resources China devotes 

Figure 7 – China's share of EU imports of intermediates, 2015 

 
Source: Chief Economist Note, European Commission, June 2020. 
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to the technological race, especially in the digital economy, on which the Chinese leadership has 
put a clear focus in terms of future growth prospects. Rather than operating with fewer state 
subsidies, the Chinese ecosystem will double down on state funding, including to align the private 
sector's interest in economic gains with the political objectives of government policies. The lines 
between the public and private sectors are likely to become even more blurred.  

The Chinese ecosystem offers also opportunities, notably for EU companies that have developed 
advanced technologies that can be used to build up Chinese capacities and for those EU firms that 
produce high-quality products and services for an increasingly affluent and demanding Chinese 
middle-class. However, it also poses challenges, since China is a difficult market place that does not 
provide a level playing field for foreign companies and is shaped by state policies explicitly geared 
towards replacing foreign technologies.  

Experts assume that exporters of high-end products 
such as Germany, Japan and the US will have lower 
substitution vulnerability than for instance 
Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand, based on their 
current value-added contribution to China's total 
final demand and their innovative capabilities as 
measured in the number of patents filed. The 
former countries are thus expected to benefit in the 
medium-term from the innovation drive on the 
Chinese market until Chinese industrial autonomy 
has been achieved.  

As China is leveraging the size of its domestic 
market, implicit pressure may grow on foreign firms 
to transfer technologies, for example through a 
requirement to set up research centres in China, in 
areas in which China still has technological gaps, 
such as in aircraft manufacturing, industrial robotics 
and semiconductors, to the extent that China's 
access to foreign technologies will increasingly be 
restricted by proliferating foreign export controls 
and FDI screening mechanisms.  

These developments are reminiscent of how rapidly 
the Chinese solar panel and wind turbine industries 
replaced their initially thriving foreign peers not 
only on the Chinese market but also in third 
markets, as they have become world leaders. It also 
serves as a reminder of where the technology 
behind Chinese high-speed trains originated; 
technology that large Chinese SOEs are now 
exporting to countries such as Indonesia, 
Hungary/Serbia, Laos and Thailand often in fierce 
competition with Japan. The Comprehensive 
Agreement on Investment (CAI), which the EU has 
been negotiating with China since 2014, is set to 
contain provisions on forced technology transfer, 
transparency of industrial subsidies and SOEs. 
However, only the future will tell whether the deal, 
if concluded, will be effectively enforced on the 
ground.  

European Parliament position 
In its resolution of 7 October 2020 on the 
implementation of the EU's common commercial 
policy, Parliament stresses the importance of the EU's 
trade relations with the US and China, which taken 
together account for about 30 % of the EU's external 
trade. It nonetheless emphasises 'the need to avoid 
overdependence of the EU economy on supply chains 
of a few major trading partners' and instead to 
'diversify and improve its trade relations with all 
partners, including developing countries and least 
developed countries (LDCs), and work towards a 
multipolar world order'. Alluding to the Australian 
Strategic Policy Institute report 'Uyghurs for sale' 
which 'shows evidence of exploitation of Uyghur 
workers in Chinese factories, including in factories 
belonging to EU companies' value chains', Parliament 
'insists that Uyghur forced labour must be excluded 
from the supply chains of products imported into the 
single market'. 

In its resolution of 11 November 2020 on the EU-China 
agreement on cooperation on and protection of 
geographical indications Parliament recalls 'the need 
for significant and ambitious progress in the 
negotiations on the EU-China Comprehensive 
Agreement on Investment, in order to address the 
current market asymmetries'. It underlines 'the 
importance of including an ambitious chapter on 
trade and sustainable development to protect human 
rights, including core labour standards, promote 
sustainable development and fight against climate 
change in line with the Paris Agreement'. It 
emphasises that 'ensuring the level playing field, 
reciprocity and non-discriminatory treatment of the 
respective parties and their business communities, 
citizens and civil society are key'. Parliament urges 'the 
parties to improve transparency and to establish a 
parliamentary dimension with regard to the 
implementation of the agreement'. It also points out 
that the current rush to contain the economic fallout 
of the pandemic will be an opportunity for Chinese 
strategic investments in key sectors such as 
telecommunications, transport and technology. 
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Establishing a level playing field in China for foreign companies would enable EU firms operating in 
the renewable energy sector to benefit from the greening of China's long-term economic planning, 
which will require far-reaching transformations of the still massively fossil-fuel reliant Chinese 
economy on the basis of renewable energy technologies in the decades to come. Such a level 
playing field, however, would require equal access to public procurement markets for foreign firms 
in China, which currently is not the case. China has still not acceded to the WTO Government 
Procurement Agreement as promised at its WTO accession in 2001. The CAI does not tackle public 
procurement and the European Commission proposal for an EU international procurement 
instrument, to level the playing field in the EU internal market with respect to bidders from countries 
with closed public procurement markets, is still gridlocked in Council. Meanwhile, competition from 
Chinese renewable energy companies going global is intensifying on other markets. A recent 
example is the expansion of the Chinese State Power Investment Corporation (SPIC) into Latin 
America's clean-energy market by acquiring Mexico's largest independent renewables company 
Zuma Energía. SPIC is a Chinese SOE, one of the country's five power generation utilities and the 
largest renewable power producer in the world in terms of combined wind and solar capacity. 

As the US-China strategic rivalry unfolds, the growing arsenal of US mechanisms providing for 
extraterritorial secondary sanctions, coupled with the recent trend in China to pass legislation with 
extraterritorial reach, is likely to set significant limits on the business opportunities and choices of 
EU firms, notably in sectors that are increasingly affected by US-China de-coupling. As an addition 
to the existing EU toolbox, to preserve the EU's strategic autonomy, in its 2021 work programme the 
European Commission has pledged to submit a legislative proposal for an instrument to deter and 
counteract coercive actions violating international trade rules by third countries, by the end of 2021. 

FURTHER READING 
China's Dual Circulation Economy, Zhu V., China Trends #7, Institut Montaigne, October 2020. 
Dual Circulation and China's New Hedged Integration Strategy, Center for Strategic and International 
Studies (CSIS), 24 August 2020. 
Dual circulation: China's way of reshoring? Euler Hermes/Allianz, 29 October 2020. 
The End of Chinese Mercantilism? China's New 'Dual Circulation' Strategy, CSIS, 27 August 2020. 
 

ENDNOTES
 

1  China's Covid-19 figures do not take into account asymptomatic infections. In October 2020, when a small outbreak of 
the virus in a factory in Xinjiang province occurred, the figure stood at 85 810 cases. 

2  Already back in 1988, Chinese researcher Wang Jian coined the term 'great international circulation' to decode the 
export-led development model from which China has gradually moved away to expand its domestic market. 
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